
The Elasticity Toolkit Classes

Generating income in the financial markets with the Elasticity Toolkit

A series of educational classes written by 
Timothy Straiton (https://www.metastockswiss.ch)

The Elasticity toolkit has been created in order to obtain maximum gains in both sideways and 
trending markets with minimum risk.
The system performance results in almost all equity markets on a daily periodicity have proven 
to be exceptional. Nevertheless, for those who have the intention of relying on their trading 
activity to generate a constant source of income, there are various other aspects to consider, 
which will have an important influence on the resulting trading performance and which will all 
play their part in the formation of a sound business plan.

Class 2– Trading Psychology - In this class you will learn how the control of human emotions 
can protect a trader from making irresponsible decisions in the market.

The psychology behind trading is the decisive factor for moving the stock market. A stock chart 
is in principle noting more than a picture of human emotions where fear, greed, expectations 
and euphoria are documented. By having the discipline to use a proven trading system you can 
take advantage of the psychological disorder which torments other market participants.

Here are a few ways in which novice traders end up destroying their trading accounts:

● Succumbing to the herd mentality

● News Trading

● Believing in price forecasts

● Lack of self discipline
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Herd Mentality

What is Herd Mentality?

Herd mentality (also known as mob mentality) describes a behavior in which people act the 
same way or adopt similar behaviors as the people around them — often ignoring their own 
feelings in the process.

Group decisions lack the creativity and accuracy that might otherwise be found in an 
individual's decision making. Instead of a child being creative and choosing their own toy, or 
an investor being accurate and researching the market before making an investment, humans 
are more likely go simply go with the crowd—-even if it's not objectively the best or wisest 
decision.

Social groups do not tend to respond well in changing environments, as individuals within that 
group are too preoccupied with following everyone else to make their own informed and 
considered opinions. This is generally true even when the group contains individuals who 
would otherwise make well-reasoned choices on their own.

That's why groups will generally make poor decisions, while individuals can make much better 
ones. 

News Trading

Why news trading is a bad idea. You don’t trade the actual news. You trade peoples’ 
expectations and how the news are perceived. 

Price reacts to news in so many different ways and you can often see that price drops 
significantly after a good news release or it shoots up when the news are bad. Whenever you 
catch yourself chasing a move without a plan, then you have made a huge mistake – it’s the 
sign of an amateur trader. 

Furthermore, price volatility tends to rise to extreme levels when news is broadcast. This will 
generally result in wide quotation spreads and increases the likelihood of stops getting 
executed under the most unfavorable conditions.
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Believing in price forecasts

Not even the most experienced analyst can see into the future. Because of the numbers of 
traders, economists or so-called ‘trading gurus’ and the amount of forecasts, you will always 
find a handful of people that guessed right. Don’t blindly follow someone who was plain 
lucky.

Lack of self discipline

Here are a few examples which expose the lack of self discipline in trading:

    • Widening a stop loss order when you see prices going against you. Your stop loss level 
is the level where you are willing to accept that your trade was wrong. Widening a stop loss 
orders signals that your emotional responses have taken over and that you cannot make 
sound trading decisions anymore.

    • Not treating trading like a business. Trading is not necessarily hard or difficult, but the 
approach of the average trader makes it impossible to earn profits from trading. Testing 
different ideas, calculating and analyzing data, tweaking, continuous self-improvement, 
preparation and running a trade journal are all the things the regular trader does not want to 
hear about and that is exactly why more than 99% of all traders will never make money.

    • Impatience. Trading is a long term activity and you do not have any influence on the 
outcome of your trades. Your only responsibility as a trader is to find a method that has a 
positive expectancy, religiously apply it and constantly monitor every little aspect of your 
performance. Warren Buffet put it nicely when he said ““The stock market is designed to 
transfer money from the impatient to the patient.”

Leverage

Leverage is the use of borrowed funds to increase a trading position beyond what would be 
available from their cash balance. Leverage can amplify profits but also losses. It is 
therefore of utmost importance to adjust leverage to a tolerance level which fits your 
emotional state. 

The higher the level of leverage you use will increase the risk of straying from an 
otherwise sound trading plan.
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We must become awaWe must become aware of our emotions and re of our emotions and 
learn how to master themlearn how to master them

Control over emotions= control over Control over emotions= control over 
human errorhuman error
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Forms of emotion (state of mind)Forms of emotion (state of mind)

anger

fear

disgust

grief

joy
greed

passion

surprise

Fear & greed most relevant to trading activity
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““Most traders plan trades that are never Most traders plan trades that are never 
executedexecuted

...and execute trades that are never ...and execute trades that are never 
planned.planned.””

““It is human nature to think wisely and act It is human nature to think wisely and act 
foolishly”foolishly”

Our goalOur goal

To achieve emotional consistencyTo achieve emotional consistency

““The mind is like a parachute:The mind is like a parachute:
it’s only good when its open.”it’s only good when its open.”
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Aviation StatisticsAviation Statistics

In approximately 75 percent of the fatal crashes, In approximately 75 percent of the fatal crashes, pilot 
error is the main cause or a contributing factor, with  is the main cause or a contributing factor, with 
mechanical failure to blame in only 5 to 15 percent of mechanical failure to blame in only 5 to 15 percent of 
the crashes.the crashes.
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The pilot and the traderThe pilot and the trader

The success of both depends The success of both depends 
upon their ability to interpret upon their ability to interpret 
the instruments correctly the instruments correctly 

and to arrive at a and to arrive at a 
proper decision in the proper decision in the 
face of changing face of changing 
conditionsconditions
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Factors decisive for trading Factors decisive for trading 
successsuccess

● Adequate FinancingAdequate Financing

● Market knowledgeMarket knowledge

● Money managementMoney management

● Emotional disciplineEmotional discipline
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The realities of tradingThe realities of trading

● It is impossible to predict market turnsIt is impossible to predict market turns

● Losing trades are a natural part of tradingLosing trades are a natural part of trading

● There is no such thing as luck in the long termThere is no such thing as luck in the long term
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As a trader these things will As a trader these things will 
sometimes happen to you:sometimes happen to you:

● You will buy at the high of the dayYou will buy at the high of the day

● You will sell at the low of the dayYou will sell at the low of the day

● You will get stopped out of a long trade at the day’s low You will get stopped out of a long trade at the day’s low 
and the uptrend will then resumeand the uptrend will then resume

● You will get stopped out of a short trade at the day’s high You will get stopped out of a short trade at the day’s high 
and the downtrend will resumeand the downtrend will resume

And these as well….And these as well….

● You will have more consecutive losing trades than you You will have more consecutive losing trades than you 
expectedexpected

● If you get stopped out 3 times in a row using tight stops and If you get stopped out 3 times in a row using tight stops and 
then widen your stops, that one will get hit toothen widen your stops, that one will get hit too

● If you get stopped out three times in a row using wide stops If you get stopped out three times in a row using wide stops 
and then tighten your stops, that one will get hit right before a and then tighten your stops, that one will get hit right before a 
big move that you would have been in had you continued to big move that you would have been in had you continued to 
use wide stopsuse wide stops
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Developing a sound trading conceptDeveloping a sound trading concept

Sound trading involves:Sound trading involves:

● Establishing a targetEstablishing a target

● Acquiring knowledge of the marketsAcquiring knowledge of the markets
  

● Defining trading rules that workDefining trading rules that work

● Trading in strict adherence to the rulesTrading in strict adherence to the rules
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Your trading planYour trading plan

● Which markets to tradeWhich markets to trade
● Which criteria to use to enter a tradeWhich criteria to use to enter a trade
● Which criteria to use to exit a trade Which criteria to use to exit a trade 

with a profitwith a profit
● Which criteria to use to exit a trade Which criteria to use to exit a trade 

with a losswith a loss
● How much capital to risk per tradeHow much capital to risk per trade
● Limits on capital committed to Limits on capital committed to 

marginmargin
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Why do we break the rules?Why do we break the rules?

● Because we succumb to our emotional fears Because we succumb to our emotional fears 
and anxietiesand anxieties

● How can we cure this?How can we cure this?

● Practicing emotional discipline in order to:Practicing emotional discipline in order to:

● Reduce the level and frequency of emotional Reduce the level and frequency of emotional 
conflictconflict
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Practicing emotional disciplinePracticing emotional discipline

● Learning how to respond to your Learning how to respond to your 
emotions in both thought and actionemotions in both thought and action

● Avoid acting on impulsive desires born Avoid acting on impulsive desires born 
in your emotional statein your emotional state

● Learn to use your will to execute your Learn to use your will to execute your 
knowledgeknowledge
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Remedies for combating emotional conflictRemedies for combating emotional conflict

● Rely on your own intelligence Rely on your own intelligence 

●   Form your own opinion  Form your own opinion  

● Never ask a broker what he thinks about the marketNever ask a broker what he thinks about the market

● Forget past losses or lost opportunitiesForget past losses or lost opportunities

● Enter the market only on clear signalsEnter the market only on clear signals

● Don’t chase after a missed moveDon’t chase after a missed move

● Beware of market consensus reportsBeware of market consensus reports
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Avoid stressAvoid stress

● Take a relaxing vacationTake a relaxing vacation

● Get enough rest - 8 hours of uninterrupted sleepGet enough rest - 8 hours of uninterrupted sleep

● Get some physical exercise every dayGet some physical exercise every day

● Maintain a well-balanced dietMaintain a well-balanced diet

● Learn how to smileLearn how to smile

● Don’t neglect your family lifeDon’t neglect your family life

● Meditate - reduces blood pressure, increases focus and performanceMeditate - reduces blood pressure, increases focus and performance

End of Class 2
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